
GUEST LECTURES  

GUEST LECTURE BY MS. NEHA 

On 7 August 2013, Ms Neha Setia , alumni of college from the batch 2008-2012 

visited the  campus to share her experience regarding the placement preparation 

scenario in the college as well as current trends in corporate sector. She gave an 

insight into the process of placement and the important measures and preparation 

strategies that should be taken care of well on the part of students to the junior 

batches attending the talk. 

 
Ms. Neha during Guest lecture 

GUEST LECTURE BY MR. ANUPAM ATRI 
Mr. Anupam Atri, founder and owner - Avokado, technology enthusiast, software 

developer and Alumnus DCE, CSE 2008-2012, visited the campus under the Alumni 

Interaction Program on 23rd Aug 2013. As a former Microsoft Student Partner Mr. 

Anupam has achieved significant exposure to various contemporary technologies and his 

interaction with the juniors was very beneficial for them.  
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GUEST LECTURE BY MR. TEJESH TYAGI 
On 2 September 2013, Mr. Tejesh Tyagi alumnus of college from the 2006-2010 batch 

conducted the SQL Server Workshop under the Alumni Interaction Program. The whole 

session beginning with the installation of the database system up to practicing of the 

queries was done in a very understanding and friendly manner. The various responsibilities 

of the DBA, query execution, data backup and recovery methods,  
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GUEST LECTURE BY MR. PATANKAR PRAMOD 
On 8 October 2013, a Guest Lecture was organized on “National Youth Idea 

Challenge” by Mr. Patankar Pramod, by Indian School for Entrepreneur and Enterprise 

Development (ISEED). The Guest Lecture program was designed around the theme ‘idea to 

launch”. iSEED Program in Entrepreneurship is a unique program that takes your idea to 

launch. It is a “hands-on” course in which you will work on an idea close to your heart, apply 

the concepts of psychology, design, engineering and marketing to make new products and 

services to solve real world problems 
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